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Possible underlying causes of item bias were exam-
ined using a simulation procedure. Data sets were
generated to conform to specified factor structures and
mean factor scores. Comparisons between the item pa-
rameters of various data sets were made with one data
set representing the "majority" group and another
data set representing the "minority" group. Results
indicated that items that required a secondary ability,
on which two groups differed in mean level, were
generally more biased than those items that do not re-
quire a secondary ability. Items with different factor
structures in two groups were not consistently identi-
fied as more biased than those having similar factor
structures. A substantial amount of agreement was
found among the bias indices used in the study.

Bias in tests has become an important issue in
recent years. In assessing bias in a test, a criterion
that is considered less biased is used. One ap-

proach, generally used in selection research, has
been to use a criterion external to the test, such as

job performance, in assessing test bias (e.g., Gael,
Grant, & Richie, 1975). The present study focused
on a second approach to the study of bias: identi-
fication of bias in the absence of an external cri-

terion. Drasgow (1984) has referred to this con-
ceptualization of bias as &dquo;measurement

equivalence&dquo;: test scores are unbiased if they have
identical relations with the attribute measured by

the test in all subgroups of interest. Measurement
equivalence is investigated by examining bias in
individual items from the test of interest. An item
is considered biased if individuals with equal abil-
ity, but from different groups, do not have the same
probability of answering the item correctly (Iron-
son, 1982; Shepherd, Camilli, & Averill, 1981).

Item response theory (IRT) provides the most
theoretically sound framework for studying item
bias (Lord, 1980; Wright, 1977). The sample in-
variant quality of the parameters of IRT models
makes this method of item bias detection least sen-
sitive to distributional differences in groups. Ac-

cording to IRT, the probability of answering an item
correctly, P(6), is a function of ability (0) and the
three item parameters, the discrimination param-
eter, a, the difficulty parameter, b, and the guess-
ing parameter, c. For an item to be unbiased, it
must yield equal P(6) for examinees of equal ability
regardless of group membership. In other words,
the item characteristic curves (Ices) computed sep-
arately on two groups must be the same.

Multidimensionality

Item bias has been defined as differential prob-
ability of answering an item correctly when having
the same ability but belonging to different subgroups.
The question arises concerning what causes this
differential probability of answering an item cor-
rectly. Two suggestions have been made to answer
this question; both deal with multidimensionality.
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One possible underlying cause of item bias may
be &dquo;multidimensionality confounding differences
on a primary trait with differences on a secondary
trait&dquo; (Linn, Levine, Hastings, & Wardrop, 1981,
p. 161). If an item measures the exact same ability
in two groups and only that ability, then this dif-
ferential probability of a correct response when
having the same ability would not occur. However,
answering the item may require a secondary ability
as well as the primary ability (the ability the test
was intended to measure). If the distributions of

the secondary trait are different in the two groups,
bias may result. For example, some items on a test
of numerical ability may require reading compre-
hension. One group may on average have lower

reading comprehension ability. Requiring reading
comprehension on these items may result in a lower
probability of answering the items correctly for
members of this group than would be expected
given their numerical ability. Verbal math prob-
lems of this type have been found to be a source
of bias against blacks (Shepherd, Camilli, & Wil-

liams, 1984).
Multidimensionality may lead to item bias in an

additional manner. An item may require an addi-
tional ability in one group or may require different
secondary abilities in the groups. In other words,
different test factor structures may exist in the two

groups. Item bias in this situation would occur when
an item &dquo;systematically measures one thing for one
group and a different thing for a different group&dquo;
(Devine & Raju, 1982).
The assumptions of IRT require a test to be un-

idimensional. If the presence of bias is due in some

way to multidimensionality, then this would ex-
plain why a biased item does not fit the IRT model.
Robustness studies (Drasgow & Parsons, 1983;
Reckase, 1979) have found that parameter esti-
mation is still possible with moderate amounts of
multidimensionality. The present study stayed within
the limits set by robustness studies in investigating
item bias.

Present Study

The present study investigated several unan-

swered questions concerning item bias in the IRT

framework. Data were simulated under the as-

sumption that a secondary ability was required on
some of the items on an otherwise unidimensional
test. The number of items that required the sec-
ondary ability and the mean difference between two
groups on the secondary ability were the main var-
iables manipulated. Biased items in the absence of
mean differences between the two groups on the

primary ability was chosen as the simplest case to
investigate. According to IRT, mean group differ-
ences on the primary ability measured by a test
should not lead to bias; but possible interaction
effects from the combination of mean group dif-

ferences on the primary and secondary abilities

were not investigated in the present study.
Past monte carlo studies of item bias have gen-

erated biased items by selecting different values of
a and b parameters for two groups on each item

(Rudner, Getson, & Knight, 1980). This method
of generating bias does not help in understanding
what may cause bias in items. Since multidimen-

sionality has been suggested as related to item bias,
the present study used this concept in generating
biased items. Two questions were addressed:
1. Will item bias indices identify test items that

require a secondary ability, on which two groups
differ in mean level, as more biased than those
items that do not require a secondary ability?

2. Will item bias indices identify items that have
different structures in different groups as more

biased than those items having similar factor
structures?

Another issue addressed by the study concerned
the comparability of the bias indices. Several stud-
ies have compared item bias indices (Shepherd et
al., 1981, 1984). However, the simulation proce-
dure allowed the study of agreement of bias indices
under varying conditions.

Method

Data Generation

The first step in the data generation process was
to generate propensity scores, based on the factor
analysis model, which were later to be transformed
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into (1/0) item scores. The process for each of the
20 data sets used was based on the equation
X = ZF + E , (1)
where X is the resulting propensity matrix repre-

senting 1,000 subjects and 50 items;
Z is a computer-generated matrix contain-

ing normally distributed factor scores;
F is a specified factor structure matrix; and
E is a matrix of normally distributed error.

Each factor structure consisted of one general
factor and 0 to 2 secondary factors. The data sets
with one secondary factor had either 8 or 15 items
loading on the second factor (the same 8 or 15 in
each data set). The data set with two secondary
factors had 8 items loading on the second factor
and 7 items loading on the third factor. The load-
ings on the first factor were the same for all data
sets and ranged between .55 and .75. Loadings on
the second factor(s) ranged between .35 and .50.
The mean of the factor scores on the first factor
was zero, while the means on the secondary fac-
tor(s) were 0, -.5, or - 1.
The item propensity scores were transformed to

1/0 responses by a threshold method (Drasgow &

Parsons, 1983). Item propensity scores equal to or
above the item’s threshold (randomly chosen from
a normal distribution of z scores) were coded as 1

(correct); scores below threshold were coded as 0
(incorrect). Several of the 1/0 data sets created were
subjected to confirmatory factor analysis (Joreskog
& Sorbom, 1979), and in each case the intended
factor structure was recaptured.

Parameter Estimation

The LOGIST computer program (Wingersky, 1983;
Wingersky, Barton, & Lord, 1982) was used to
obtain maximum likelihood estimates of item pa-
rameters and person abilities for each data set under
the two-parameter logistic IRT model. The two-
parameter model (c = 0) was chosen over the full
three-parameter model for practical reasons; the c
parameter is difficult to estimate, convergence

problems are minimized, and computer time is re-
duced. The indices developed with the three-

parameter model are applicable to the two-parameter
model.

Generating Bias

Comparisons between the item parameters of
various data sets were made with one data set rep-

resenting the &dquo;majority&dquo; group and another data
set representing the &dquo;minority&dquo; group. These con-
ditions are presented in Table 1. The first type of

comparison, data sets with identical factor struc-
tures and equal mean factor scores, provided a
baseline for the bias indices in other comparisons.
The comparisons of primary interest were those
involving data sets with unequal mean factor scores
or different factor structures. The question of in-
terest in each comparison concerned whether items
theoretically created to be &dquo;biased&dquo; (either because
the item required a secondary ability on which one
group scored at a lower mean level or because the

item loaded differently in the two groups) would
be identified as more biased than those items not

created to be biased. Since the items were cali-

brated separately for each group, the a and b values
for the minority group were put on the metric of
the majority group by using the equating formulas
from Warm (1978).

Bias Indices

Area indices. Areas were approximated fol-

lowing the procedure outlined by Linn, Levine,
Hastings, and Wardrop (1980). Distances between
0 = - 3 and 0 = + 3 were divided into 600 in-

tervals. The distance between the iccs at the mid-

point of the interval was multiplied by the width
of the interval (.01).

Let P~, and P,2 be the height of iccs of the base
(majority) and comparison (minority) groups re-
spectively evaluated at the midpoint of the jth in-
terval. The distance between iccs at the midpoint
was defined as D, = ~P,, - P,2. Let f = 1 if P~, I
> P,2 and f = 0 if P,, <P,2 The following area
indices were used:
1. Base high area: I, = (.01)E~ .
2. Base low area: IZ = (.01) E (1 - f)D~ .
3. Unsigned area: 13 = 1, + 12 .

4. Signed area: 14 = I, - IZ -

5. Square root of sum of squares:
Is = [(.01) ¿ D/]lIZ . .
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Parameter difference measures.
1. Lord’s (1980) significance test: Given Groups

1 and 2, for item i,
16 = x 2
= lXi2 X<21’(S<i + S~2) lXil Xi2),

where X,, and X,2 are vectors of a and b pa-
rameters for Groups 1 and 2; Sil and S,2 are
variance/covariance matrices for a and b in

Groups 1 and 2. The chi-square value ob-
tained is compared to the critical value with
2 degrees of freedom.

2. Difference in a parameters: /7 = a, - a2 .
3. Difference in b parameters: I, = b, - b2 .

Analysis

Several methods were used to assess whether
items created to be biased were identified as more
biased by bias indices than those not created to be
biased. First, within each condition, the mean item
bias index of the biased items was compared to the
mean index for the unbiased items. Also, the biased
item mean index was compared with the mean in-
dex of those same items in a condition in which
no bias was created (i.e., Conditions 1, 2, and 3).

Another approach was to see if individual items
created to be biased were identified as biased using
criteria currently in use.
1. An item was considered biased if the chi-square

index (16) was significant (a = .01; Lord, 1980).
This is the only index with an associated sig-
nificance test.

2. Bias indices were calculated for items in a

comparison between two subgroups of the ma-
jority group. Then, the same index was cal-
culated for the same items in a majority/mi-
nority comparison. When the index in the

majority/minority comparison was substan-

tially larger than the index in the majority/
majority comparison, the item was considered
biased (Angoff, 1982). The indices for the

&dquo;majority/majority&dquo; comparisons were the

baseline condition with the same factor struc-
ture as the majority/minority comparison. For
example, Condition 5 is a majority/minority
comparison; the appropriate majority/majority
or baseline condition to contrast it with is Con-

dition 1. When an index for an item in Con-
dition 5 varied more than two standard devia-
tions (SD) from the index for that item in
Condition 1, then that item was considered
biased using that particular index.

Results

Identical Factor Structures:

Equal Factor Score Means

In Conditions 1, 2, and 3 the data sets had the
same factor structure and equal factor score means.
No bias was expected in these baseline conditions.
The difference between the means of items loading
and not loading on the secondary factor was eval-
uated with a t test in Conditions 1 and 2. None of

the t values were significant at the .05 level.

Identical Factor Structures:

Unequal Factor Score Means

In each case of these comparisons, the mean
secondary factor score for the minority group was
either .5 SD or 1 SD below the mean for the ma-

jority group. The mean of the biased items was
compared to the mean of the unbiased items for
each index on each comparison. The biased items
were the items loading on the secondary factor with
the mean factor score in the minority group being
less than that in the majority group. The results of
the t tests are reported in Table 2. All differences
were significant except for I, (differences in a pa-
rameters). The significant mean differences were
in the direction of more bias in the items created

to be biased. These items had larger base high areas
(I,), smaller base low areas (12), larger unsigned
indices (13 and 15), larger signed area indices (/4),
larger chi-square values (I,), and more negative
differences in b parameters (I,). As expected, the
mean differences were generally larger in the con-
ditions involving minority groups with second fac-
tor mean = - 1 than in conditions involving groups
with second factor mean = -.5. The differences
in the iccs of the items identified as biased were
due primarily to differences in b parameters.

The mean of each index over the biased items
was also compared to the mean in the baseline
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condition in which no bias was created. The results
of this analysis closely approximated those found
with the previous t tests: those items created to be
biased were, on average, consistently identified as
more biased than those items not created to be
biased with all bias indices except 17’
The number of false positives (items not biased

but identified as biased) and false negatives (items
biased but not identified as biased) for each bias
index are presented in Table 3. Table 3 shows that
as the amount of bias increases (i.e., the mean
factor scores of the minority group goes from - .5
to -1), the number of false negatives decreases.
I, and 1, were the poorest at identifying the biased
items and I, and 16 were best. The chi-square index
performed less accurately as the number of biased
items on the test increased. There was a great deal
of overlap in items identified as false positives by
the different indices.

Different Factor Structures:

Equal Factor Score Means

The third type of comparison involved groups
in which some items differed in factor structure.
In Conditions 8 and 9, the items in the majority
group were unidimensional, while some items loaded

on a secondary factor in the minority groups. Con-
dition 8 involved 8 such items and Condition 9

involved 15. In Condition 10, the same 15 items
loaded on a secondary factor in both majority and
minority groups; however, in the minority group
two secondary factors were involved.

The same type of analyses were performed on
these data as described above in an attempt to de-
termine if the items created to be biased were de-

tected as more biased by the various indices. In
this instance, however, &dquo;created to be biased&dquo; re-
fers to items with different factor structures in the

two groups.
Mean difference comparisons were made be-

tween bias indices of biased items and unbiased

items in each of the conditions. Table 4 shows that

results were not consistent across conditions. In

Condition 8, there were significant mean differ-
ences for 12,13,14, and I,. The difference in means
for 14 was not in the expected direction (biased
mean = -.05, unbiased mean = .01). In Condi-
tion 9, significant mean differences were found for
I,, I2, 14, and 7g. The differences were not in the
expected directiQn for I,, (biased mean = .02, non-
biased mean = .05), 14 (biased mean = -.05,
nonbiased mean = .02), and Ig (biased mean =

.07, nonbiased mean = -.02). There were no sig-
nificant mean differences with Condition 10.

Table 3

Number of False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (FN)
Identified in Conditions 4, 5, 6, and 7

a 
Total possible FN = 8; total possible FP = 42.

b Zb tal possible FN = 15; total possible FP = 35.
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Tabl e 4 .

Mean Difference Between Biased and Unbiased Items in Conditions 8, 9, and 10

a First row M is for biased items; second row M for unbiased items.

b If variances were significantly different, an approximate t statistic based on
unequal variances was computed. 

-

* 
p < .05

** 
p < .01

a

The differences between biased items and the

items in a baseline condition were also examined.

The baseline for each of these conditions was the

condition in which two groups were compared,
both having the same factor structure as the ma-
jority group. The only index that showed a signif-
icant mean difference was I,: there was a larger
difference in the a parameters of biased items in
the majority/minority comparison than in the base-
line comparison for Conditions 8, 9, and 10 (Con-
dition 8, t14 = 2.55, p < .05; Condition 9, t28 =

1.91, p < .05; Condition 10, t12 = 2.00, p < .05).
The items were more discriminating (higher as) in
the majority group of the majority/minority com-
parison.
An examination was also made of the items iden-

tified as biased by each index using the two criteria.
There was little variation in results across bias in-

dices or criteria. Few false positives and many false
negatives were identified. In other words, not many
items were identified as biased using any index or
criterion.

Agreement Among Indices

Agreement among bias indices was assessed by
intercorrelating the indices in each condition. The
correlation matrices were grouped according to type
of comparison to see if this variable would affect
the interrelations of indices. Since the correlation
matrices within types of comparisons were highly
similar, a representative of each type is presented.
Table 5 presents the intercorrelations for Condi-
tion 1, in which no bias was created, Condition 4,
in which subgroups had different mean secondary
factor scores, and Condition 8, in which subgroups
had different factor structures. There was generally
high linear relationships among the area indices (I,
through /5)’ The exception was the low correlations
of /4 (signed index) with I, (unsigned index) and
Is (sum of squares). The correlations between signed
indices and unsigned indices were low because the
relationships were nonlinear. With a signed index,
a biased item would have a large positive or neg-
ative value, whereas an unsigned index would be
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only positive. Therefore, the correlations between
the absolute values of the signed indices and un-
signed indices are presented in parentheses in the
table. These correlations revealed a much stronger
agreement among signed and unsigned area in-

dices. However, in Condition 4 the original cor-
relations indicated agreement among signed and
unsigned indices, indicating that the bias created
in this condition was generally one-directional (i.e.,
against the minority group).

Generally the correlations among the parameter
difference indices (/~ through I,) were low. How-
ever, in Condition 4, 1, was strongly related to /6’

This supports the notion that bias created by low-
ering the mean secondary ability of one group af-
fects the b parameter. Across conditions, the great-
est amount of agreement was generally found
between 13 and I5. High negative correlations be-
tween 14 and I, were also found, indicating that the
biased items were easier for the majority group.

Discussion

A major purpose of the present study was to
investigate underlying causes of item bias. One
suggested cause was success on the item requiring

Table 5

Intercorrelations of Bias Indices in Conditions 1, 4, and 8

__ 
~~~ ------- --- ~ ~

Note: Decimal points are omitted; p < .05 for _r > 28;

p <.01 for r > 36. 
-
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a secondary ability on which the two groups of
interest differed in mean level. The results of the

present study showed that such items were iden-
tified as more biased by the majority of the bias
indices studied. The results were consistent across
data sets varying in number of items loading on
the second factor (8 or 15) and in the mean sec-
ondary ability level of the minority group ( - .5
and - 1). Items created to be biased had, on av-
erage, larger base high areas, smaller base low
areas, larger signed and unsigned area indices, larger
chi-square indices, and more negative difference
in the b parameter. The only index that did not
consistently identify this type of item as biased was
/7’ differences in a parameters. This result is un-
derstandable because differences in mean level of

ability are more likely to affect the difficulty pa-
rameter rather than the discriminating parameter.
In fact, the iccs of the biased items indicated that
this type of bias is related to differences in diffi-

culty level of the items in the two groups.
Although the mean item bias indices of biased

items were significantly different from those of the
unbiased items, not all biased items were identified
as biased (using the chi-square significance test and
comparison of indices to those of a baseline group).
In some instances items were identified as unbiased
when they were created to be biased and vice versa.
An examination of these false positives and false
negatives revealed that they tended to be items with
more extreme thresholds (i.e., very difficult or very
easy items).

Items that measure different things in groups
have also been suggested as a cause of bias. In the
present study, however, there was little evidence
that items with different factor structures in the two

groups were more biased than items with the same
factor structures. The only index responsive to this
type of differences across groups was I,. This index
represents differences in a parameters and was larger
in the biased items than in a baseline comparison,
being more sensitive to factor structure differences
than to group ability differences.

The conclusion that items with different factor
structures in two groups will not be detected as

biased is a premature one since only a limited num-
ber of factor structure differences were examined.

These included structures in which some items loaded

on an additional factor in one group and structures
in which the secondary factor for some items was
different in the two groups. None of the conditions

examined the effects of different loadings on the
first factor, which are directly related to the a pa-
rameter. Also, the items included in the study did
not have radically different factor structures in the
two groups.
A second focus on the study was the amount of

agreement among the item bias indices. In general,
a great deal of agreement was found. All of the
area measures were highly related. The two un-
signed composite area measures (13 and Is) were
almost perfectly related. Linn et al. (1980) have
also found similar results across the different area
indices. The two parameter difference indices (/7
and Ig) had low to moderate relationships. This
result is to be expected since the two parameters
are relatively independent. There was also agree-
ment between the area indices and the parameter
difference indices. As in the Shepherd et al. ( 1981 )
study, the chi-square index (/~) consistently showed
a high relationship with the unsigned area index
(/3)’ Difference in the b parameters (I,) was highly
related to all the area measures, but in particular
had near perfect correlations with the signed area
index (/4)’
Comparing the different indices in the unequal

mean factor score conditions, the chi-square index
(16) was always one of the best indices for iden-
tifying the items created to be biased when using
the two SD criterion or significance test. However,
the chi-square index also falsely identified other
items as biased. The sum of squares index and

differences in the b parameter were nearly as good
as the chi-square index at correctly identifying biased
items and also identified fewer false positives. There
was a great deal of overlap in the items identified
as biased with these three indices.

False positives may be reduced with the use of
a two-stage procedure suggested by Marco (1977),
which was not incorporated in the present study.
Use of this procedure involves first estimating item
parameters, calculating bias indices, identifying and
deleting biased items, then estimating abilities us-
ing the remaining unbiased items. Finally, holding
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ability for each individual fixed at that obtained
with the unbiased items, a and b parameters are
reestimated for all items and bias indices are re-

calculated. The rationale for this procedure is that
the presence of biased items may lead to poor abil-

ity estimates, which could lead to poor identifi-
cation of biased items. The present results lend

support for this idea: When biased items were pres-
ent, some nonbiased items were identified as biased
and more of these false positives were identified
in conditions in which there were more biased items.

Although this &dquo;purification&dquo; procedure involves
more work and computer time, it may be warranted
when using those indices that tend to identify more
false positives (e.g., /6)’

Although the present study provided insight into
the performance of the bias indices with respect to
false positives and false negatives, more research
is needed to aid practitioners in choosing an index
for their particular situations. The present study
was limited in the type of data sets studied. Also,
not all proposed bias indices were included in the
study (see Hulin, Drasgow, & Parsons, 1983, and
Shepherd et al., 1984, for additional indices).
Questions still remain concerning the effects of
including the c parameter, the effect of nonnormal
distributions, and the effects of Marco’s (1977)
purification process.

In summary, the results of the present study sup-
ported the hypothesis of multidimensionality with
lower mean ability level on secondary abilities for
one group as a possible cause of item bias. On the
other hand, the study did not find much support
for the suggestion of items with different factor
structures in two groups as a cause of bias. Re-

gardless of the cause of bias, a great deal of agree-
ment was found among the various item bias in-
dices.
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